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Risk-Based Path Planning
Optimization Methods for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Over Inhabited Areas1
Operating unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) over inhabited areas requires mitigating
the risk to persons on the ground. Because the risk depends upon the flight path, UAV
operators need approaches that can find low-risk flight paths between the mission’s
start and finish points. Because the flight paths with the lowest risk could be excessively
long and indirect, UAV operators are concerned about the tradeoff between risk and
flight time. This paper presents a risk assessment technique and bi-objective optimization methods to find low-risk and time (flight path) solutions and computational experiments to evaluate the relative performance of the methods (their computation time and
solution quality). The methods were a network optimization approach that constructed
a graph for the problem and used that to generate initial solutions that were then
improved by a local approach and a greedy approach and a fourth method that did not
use the network solutions. The approaches that improved the solutions generated by the
network optimization step performed better than the optimization approach that did not
use the network solutions. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4033235]

Introduction

In the U.S., the use of UAVs by government agencies, commercial enterprises, and others requires mitigating the risk to persons on the ground. A UAV operator must demonstrate that the
activity poses little risk, that is, the expected number of persons
harmed by the activity must be sufficiently small (less than one
fatality per 10  106 flight hours [1]). The risk depends upon the
size and reliability of the UAV, the weather conditions, the number of persons who are on the ground close to the path of the
UAV, and other factors.
Because the risk to persons on the ground depends upon the
UAV flight path, UAV operators are interested in approaches
(techniques) that can find low-risk flight paths between the start
and finish points of the activity. Because the flight paths with the
lowest risk could be excessively long and indirect, UAV operators
are concerned about the tradeoff between risk and flight time. In
some cases, risk acceptance criteria may set an upper bound on the
risk; in other cases, UAV fuel capacity or other operational issues
may set upper bounds on the time. In general, it is important to
find the tradeoffs between these two objectives (risk versus time).
A wide variety of methods exist for solving path planning problems for UAVs [2]. Most methods define some form of cost metric
to represent the type of risk being minimized and then formulate
the problem as a multiobjective optimization problem where the
objectives are the risk metric and another metric representing the
length of the path (such as distance traversed along the path or
time needed to traverse the path). Examples of types of risk considered in such methods include risk posed due to environmental
hazards and terrain [3–5], risk posed due to large-scale obstacles
such as radar or heavily populated areas [6,7], the risk of a midair
collision [8–10], or the risks to persons on the ground [7].
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In general, most methods for solving UAV path planning optimization problems utilize either discrete graph-based planning
approaches or mathematical optimization techniques that optimize
a fixed number of waypoints. A discussion of methods for solving
graph-based planning problems with multiple objectives can
be found in Ref. [11]. Many mathematical optimization techniques for risk-based planning utilize evolutionary optimization
algorithms [12,13].
The risk posed by a UAV to people on the ground can be
described in terms of the expected number of fatalities associated
with a given flight, which can be determined by identifying the
possible crash locations and multiplying the probability of a
UAV crash by the number of people present in the potential crash
location [1]. Typically, this is quantified as a two-dimensional
probability distribution representing the likelihood of crashing at
a certain distance away from the point of the failure. For example, Pikaar et al. [14] used data about historical crashes at airports to generate a crash location distribution for the specific
scenarios of takeoff and landing. For the more general case of a
UAV in flight, Wu and Clothier used worst case assumptions to
bound the potential crash area [15], which can be used as a distribution with the assumption of a uniform distribution in those
bounds. Ford and McEntee [16] generated a bivariate crash location distribution using simple assumptions about the flight
dynamics of an unpowered UAV. Lum et al. [17] determined a
nonuniform distribution of potential crash locations for a particular UAV by performing Monte Carlo simulations of that UAV
failing and crashing to the ground.
This paper presents a risk-based optimization approach for
exploring the tradeoffs between the risk to persons on the ground
and flight time and describes the results of a computational study
that evaluated the performance of these optimization algorithms
for some specific instances. The approach is a novel combination
of multiple elements: (1) a flight dynamics model that predicts the
crash location for a UAV that loses power at a given altitude and
velocity, (2) a Monte Carlo simulation to generate a probability
distribution of crash locations, (3) a risk assessment method that
incorporates the crash location distribution (not the worst case)
and the population density near the flight path (based on census
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data), (4) an efficient algorithm for finding a flight path that minimizes both time and risk, (5) two different solution improvement
techniques, (6) a bi-objective framework for generating a set of
nondominated solutions, and (7) a set quality metric for evaluating
and comparing sets of bi-objective solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the problem, and Sec. 3 describes the solution approaches.
Section 4 presents the design of the experiments that were conducted, and Sec. 5 discusses the results. Section 6 presents the
summary and conclusions.

2

Problem Definition

Given a start point A, a finish point B, a planned altitude, and
the UAV velocity, the objective is to find the UAV’s flight plan
from A to B to minimize risk and time. In theory, the flight plan
can be any continuous path from A to B. However, here, it is
treated as a piecewise linear path passing through n waypoints
ðxi ; yi Þ. The first waypoint is the start point ðx0 ; y0 Þ ¼ ðxS ; yS Þ, and
the last waypoint is the end point ðxnþ1 ; ynþ1 Þ ¼ ðxF ; yF Þ.
In theory, there are no constraints on the locations of the waypoints. In practice, of course, flight plans must avoid different
types of restricted airspace, which are ignored in this study (but
these could easily be added as constraints if needed). For computational purposes, locations of the waypoints are restricted to
remain within upper and lower bounds on the x- and ycoordinates, in order to place a limit on the size of the region
being considered.
The total time of a flight path is the sum of the time for each
leg. In this study, the time tði; i þ 1Þ equals the distance from
ðxi ; yi Þ to ðxiþ1 ; yiþ1 Þ divided by the vehicle’s airspeed V.
In this study, the risk measure is the expected number of
deaths. The total risk for a flight plan equals the sum of the
risk for each leg. The risk measure depends upon the population
density at the potential crash locations, which are determined by
the flight path. This study did not consider the influence of
shelter.

3

Table 1

Initial conditions for Monte Carlo simulations

Velocity (m/s)
x_
y_
z_
Position (m)
x
y
z
Orientation, Euler angles (deg)
U
H
W
Angular velocity (deg/s)
P
Q
R
Control surface deflection (deg)
Elevator deflection ðdE Þ
Rudder deflection ðdR Þ
Aileron deflection ðdA Þ
Control surface deflection rates (deg/s)
Elevator deflection rate ðd_ E Þ
Rudder deflection rate ðd_ R Þ
Aileron deflection rate ðd_ A Þ

Mean

Deviation

50
0
0

50
10
10

0
0
1524

0
0
0

0
0
0

11.25
11.25
11.25

0
0
0

11.25
11.25
11.25

0
0
0

11.25
11.25
11.25

0
0
0

0
0
0

Optimization Approaches

The risk-based path planning optimization problem has two
stages: (stage 1) estimate the probability distribution of the
crash location based on planned altitude and velocity of the
UAV and (stage 2) determine the flight paths that minimize
time and risk.
To obtain a crash location distribution, a Monte Carlo simulation of a UAV crashing is used to generate sample crash locations
by randomly perturbing the initial conditions of the UAV randomly about a fixed initial state. A list of the state variables used
in the model, the baseline case, and the distributions of the random perturbations can be found in Table 1. To model a UAV
crashing, an unpowered UAV with freely moving control surfaces
is simulated using nonlinear ordinary differential equations
[18,19] and solved numerically using MATLAB’s ODE45 solver
[20]. Figure 1 shows a typical trajectory. The UAV’s crash location was the point at which the UAV’s height (z) becomes zero.
The simulated UAV’s aerodynamic coefficients and physical
properties are based on those of a Cessna 182 aircraft [21]. The
crash location distribution is discretized and normalized to generate a two-dimensional discrete probability distribution that specifies, for each discrete point in an m-by-m grid, the probability that
the UAV will land at that spot. Figure 2 shows a heat map of this
distribution. The probabilities of landing in the central cells are
much greater than those of other cells, but the small cell size (relative to the lengths of the edges and the size of the census tracts)
makes the distribution adequate.
To compute the risk for a single leg of the flight plan, the risk
was sampled at the midpoints of N intervals along the leg. Next,
the points in the crash location probability distribution are
021004-2 / Vol. 16, JUNE 2016

Fig. 1 Example UAV crash trajectory. The circle denotes the
start point and the “3” denotes the final crash location.

Fig. 2 Discretized heat map of crash density distribution. The
scale corresponds to the probability that the vehicle will land in
that cell.
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rotated by the bearing along the leg for which the risk is being
evaluated.
A “cloud” of (m þ N  1)  m points is created as follows:
Step 1: For a ¼ 1,…, m, the following is carried out:
For b ¼ 1; …; N, x~ab ¼ xb þ Dxa1 , y~ab ¼ yb þ Dya1 .
For b ¼ N þ 1; …; N þ m  1, x~ab ¼ xN þ Dxa;bNþ1 , y~ab ¼ yN
þ Dya;bNþ1 .
Step 2: If m  N, then the probabilities for each point can be
determined as follows:
P
For b ¼ 1; …; m  1, p~ab ¼ N1 bk¼1 pak .
P
For b ¼ m; …; N, p~ab ¼ N1 m
k¼1 pak .
P
For b ¼ N þ 1; …; N þ m  1, p~ab ¼ N1 m
k¼bNþ1 pak .
Step 3: If m > N, then the probabilities for each point can be
determined as follows:
P
For b ¼ 1; …; N  1, p~ab ¼ N1 bk¼1 pak .
P
For b ¼ N; …; m, p~ab ¼ N1 bk¼bNþ1 pak .
P
For b ¼ m þ 1; …; N þ m  1, p~ab ¼ N1 m
k¼bNþ1 pak .
Step 4: Loop over the census tracts. For each census tract k,
determine which points in the cloud are in that tract’s polygon Ck
and, for ð~
x ab ; y~ab Þ 2 Ck , set d~ab ¼ Dk . Calculate the likelihood of
crashing into census tract k
X
p~ab
(1)
Pk ¼
ð~
x ab ;~
y ab Þ2Ck

Step 5: Determine the expected population density along this leg
D ¼

m Nþm1
X
X
a¼1

b¼1

p~ab d~ab ¼

X

P k Dk

(2)

k

The risk of flying from ðxi ; yi Þ to ðxiþ1 ; yiþ1 Þ can thus be determined as shown in the following equation:


K1
r ði; i þ 1Þ ¼ tði; i þ 1Þ
K2 D ði; i þ 1Þ
(3)
100; 000
The approaches used for stage 2 generated a set of flight paths
by solving a set of path-planning problems. The overall objective
function (“cost”) was the weighted sum of the scaled risk and
time objectives, as detailed in Eq. (4). This requires a timeweighting constant wt and a risk-weighting constant wr . These are
non-negative and satisfy wt þ wr ¼ 1
n
n
X
X
tði; i þ 1Þ
r ði; i þ 1Þ
f ð X Þ ¼ wt
þ wr
(4)
t
r
i¼0
i¼0
By varying the weights wt and wr and minimizing the value of
Eq. (4), it is possible to generate a set of different flight paths
with the optimization approaches, which include network-based
approaches and a non-network approach that used only continuous
variable optimization methods.
3.1 Network Optimization Approach. The network optimization step creates a network with a grid of nodes and the start
and finish points, evaluates the time and risk of every edge in the
graph, and then finds the minimum-cost path from the start to the
finish point. The network consists of a uniformly spaced grid of
nodes with horizontal spacing Dx ¼ ðxU  xL Þ=ðnx  1Þ and vertical spacing Dy ¼ ðyU  yL Þ=ðny  1Þ and the points ðxS ; yS Þ and
ðxF ; yF Þ. Nodes outside the census tracts of states being considered
in the optimization are deleted. This type of network is chosen for
its simplicity, which makes it easy to create.
Each node in the grid is connected with edges going to the eight
nodes neighboring it in the grid. In addition, for the points ðxS ; yS Þ
and ðxF ; yF Þ, edges are added from each point to the four corners
of the grid element that contained that point.
Next, the time and risk of each edge ði; jÞ is determined followed by the calculation of the cost (weighted sum of the time
and risk) of an edge:

r
cðGððxi ; yi Þ; ðxj ; yj ÞÞÞ ¼ wt tði; jÞ=t þ wr rði; jÞ=

(5)

The network optimization approach finds the minimum-cost path
XN using the Dijkstra’s algorithm [22]. Changing the values of the
weights wt and wr requires only recalculating the edge costs and
optimizing; it is not necessary to build the network and evaluate
the time and risk of every edge every time.
3.2 Local Improvement Approach. The local improvement
approach uses the output of the network optimization step as its
initial solution and then finds a nearby solution by solving a
continuous variable optimization problem with Eq. (4) as its
objective function and subject to the additional constraints
defined by Eq. (6) that keeps each waypoint close to a waypoint
of the initial solution. The constraints are determined by the tolerances fx and fy
xNi  fx Dx  xi  xNi þ fx Dx
yNi  fy Dy  yi  yNi þ fy Dy

(6)

3.3 Greedy Improvement Approach. The greedy improvement approach also uses the output of the network optimization
step as its initial solution and then searches for a nearby solution
using a continuous variable optimization method subject to the
constraints imposed by Eq. (6). However, the greedy improvement
approach solves a sequence of n subproblems, one for each waypoint in turn. Each subproblem has only two variables (the coordinates for one waypoint), which is solved relatively quickly, and
this requires evaluating the objective function (Eq. (4)) for only
two legs: the ones immediately before and after the waypoint
being optimized.
3.4 Non-Network Approach. The non-network approach
does not require the network optimization step because it uses a
straight-line path between the start and finish points as the initial
solution. The number of waypoints is fixed (at 5, 10, 14, or 20),
and their coordinates are constrained by the lower and upper
bounds (not the nodes of the network). In the initial solution, the
waypoints divide the straight-line path into legs with the same
distance.

4

Experimental Design

Multiple studies were conducted to compare the performance
characteristics of the optimization approaches and understand the
tradeoffs between the quality of the solutions that were generated
and the computational effort required. Throughout these studies,
two different scenarios were considered: a flight traveling from
Patuxent River Naval Air Station, St. Mary’s County, MD, to
Camp David, Thurmont, MD (the “Pax River case”), and a flight
traveling from College Park Airport in College Park, MD, to Virginia Tech Executive Airport in Blacksburg, VA (the “College
Park case”).
A set of solutions were generated by solving the problem with
different combinations of weights, with wt ¼ 0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 1.0,
and wr ¼ 1  wt . For the network optimization step, the dimensions of the grid (the number of points in each direction) were varied between several sizes: 30  12, 40  16, and 50  20. (For
example, the 30  12 grid began with 360 nodes arranged in 30
columns and 12 rows.) Solutions for the greedy and local
improvement approaches were computed for each grid size and
for three different values of the tolerance parameters fx and fy :
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 times the size of each grid element. This gave
the College Park case horizontal edge lengths (deg longitude)
(D_x) of 0.2989, 0.2223, and 0.1769 with vertical edge lengths
(deg latitude) (D_y) of 0.3707, 0.2875, and 0.2146 for the
30  12, 30  16, and 50  20 grid sizes, respectively. The edge
lengths in the Pax River case for the same grid sizes were 0.3092,
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0.2299, and 0.1830 for horizontal edges and 0.5414, 0.3970, and
0.3134. The non-network-based approach was used to generate
solutions with 5, 10, 14, and 20 waypoints. MATLAB’s fmincon
[23] function was used to solve the continuous optimization problems in the local improvement, greedy improvement, and nonnetwork-based approaches.
Each approach generated a set of solutions (one for each value
of the weights, see Eq. (5)). To quantify and compare the quality
of a set of solutions, we developed a closeness metric based on
the method detailed in Ref. [24]. To calculate this metric, we
scaled the time and risk of every solution generated for that case
so that the scaled time and risk ranged from 0 to 1. The metric can
be defined as the left-handed Riemann sum of the points comprising a Pareto frontier with two additional points added to the frontier at (max objective 1, min objective 2) and (min objective 1,
max objective 2) (where the min and max objective function values are relative to all Pareto frontiers being compared), these two
additional points represent the worst case values for any regions
not covered by the Pareto frontier being evaluated. Note that if the
values of each objective function are scaled onto [0,1] using a
min–max scaling, these two added points become (1,0) and (0,1).
A lower value for this closeness metric will represent a higher
quality solution as the solution set will be closer to the ideal point
of (0,0).

5

Results

The results were generated using a computer equipped with
an Intel i5 2400 processor and 4 GB RAM. We used MATLAB’s fmincon with its default tolerances and the active set
method. When generating the crash distribution, the relevant
error tolerances in MATLAB’s ODE45 solver were 103. For
each case, three grids were generated. For each grid, the network optimization and the local and greedy improvement
approaches were used, each with three different values for the
tolerances (which yielded seven sets of solutions per grid and
21 network-based sets of solutions). The non-network approach
was also used with four different values for the number of waypoints, which generated four more sets of solutions. Thus, there
were 25 sets of solutions for each case. Figure 3 shows the average computation time required for each approach (the average
is taken over the different values for the weights) and the closeness of the sets of solutions that were generated for the College
Park case.
The results displayed in Fig. 4 show that different approaches
generate very different sets of solutions. For the College Park
case, the network optimization approach generated a variety of

Fig. 3
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solutions, including some with moderate values of both time and
risk, as shown in Fig. 4. The local improvement and greedy
improvement approaches similarly generated a variety of solutions that improved upon those generated by the network
approach.
The network optimization approach for the Pax River case generated only two distinct solutions (a nearly straight, minimumtime solution and a wandering minimum-risk solution). As a
result, the local improvement and greedy improvement
approaches generated sets of solutions that had many solutions
near the minimum-time solution and one solution near the
minimum-risk solution (as shown in Fig. 4). The non-network
approach was unable to find a low-risk solution; it generated solutions near the initial straight-line solution.
The closeness metric shows that the quality of the solutions
generated by the local improvement and greedy improvement
approaches was superior to the quality of the solutions that the
network optimization step generated. This was true for both
approaches in the College Park case. The tolerance value did not
show any consistent trend in how it affected the closeness of the
solutions. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the Pareto frontiers generated
by these approaches either dominate or are nondominated by those
produced by only using the network approach. The greedy and
local approaches both produce superior results to using only the
network optimization approach. The non-network approach was
unable to construct long, low-risk solutions like those that the network approaches found. The lack of low-risk solutions is due to
the non-network approach converging to local optima that are
near the initial straight-line solution, which prevents the approach
from finding solutions near the better solutions that the networkbased approaches find. Several examples of the differences
between these two types of solutions can be seen in Fig. 5. The
greedy and local approaches appear to be the best of the
approaches that were considered in this paper (that is, they produced the best Pareto frontiers of solutions).
As can be seen in Fig. 3, neither the local improvement
approach nor the greedy improvement approach was substantially
better than the other in terms of solution quality; the computational effort, however, was quite different: the local improvement
approach required more effort than the greedy improvement
approach (the computational effort for both includes the computational effort for the network optimization step). The computational effort of the non-network approach increased as the number
of waypoints increased, which is expected given that an increase
in waypoints means that the optimizer has more variables that it
needs to manipulate. Additionally, as the grid becomes finer
(includes more nodes), the computation time required for the

Closeness against computation time for the College Park case
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Fig. 4 Selected Pareto frontier results. For the College Park case: (a) greedy approach, 30 3 12 GRID; (b) local
approach, 30 3 12 GRID; (c) greedy approach, 40 3 16 GRID; and (d) local approach, 40 3 16 GRID. For PAX river case:
(e) greedy approach, 40 3 16 GRID and (f) local approach, 40 3 16 GRID.

greedy improvement approach does not grow at the same rate
as the computation time required for the local improvement
approach does, which suggests that the difference in the computation time for the two methods would likely increase for larger
problems.

The quality of the solutions and the computational effort of the
network optimization step varied as the grid size varied, but no
trend was evident. In general, the solution quality should improve
as the grid resolution becomes finer, but the network optimization
step will require more memory to store the larger network.
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Fig. 5 Examples of the solutions generated by the network approach with the 40 3 16 GRID (solid line) and the nonnetwork approach with 20 waypoints (dashed line) for the College Park case: (a) wt 5 0; wr 5 1 (b) wt 5 0:3; wr 5 0:7

6

Conclusions

This paper presented a bi-objective path planning optimization
framework for exploring the tradeoffs between risk and flight time
for UAVs. A risk assessment technique and bi-objective optimization methods were developed to find low-risk and time (flight path)
solutions. Computational experiments were performed to evaluate
the relative performance of the proposed optimization methods.
The optimization methods considered were based on a network
optimization approach, followed by improvements by a local
approach and a greedy approach that used the network optimization results. A fourth approach did not use the network results but
locally optimized the coordinates of a fixed number of waypoints.
The results from the computational experiments described the
relative performance of the four methods and illustrated the tradeoffs involved. These results indicate that in terms of both computation time and solution quality, the greedy improvement
approach produces the best results of the methods considered.
The proposed framework can be extended to incorporate factors
such as the shelter provided by buildings that would affect the risk
calculations. It can also be extended to incorporate other types of
risks (including the risk of midair collisions). Future work will
consider testing other approaches for generating the initial solutions for the non-network approach, using approximations to evaluate solutions faster, using higher resolution population data for
takeoff and landing patterns, using time-dependent population
data (time of day, seasonality, and special events), developing
consistent heuristics for risk for use in an A* search, and incorporating shelter data. The problem formulation can be expanded to
include selecting the altitude and velocity of each leg (which
affects crash location distribution) and avoiding no-fly zones.
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Nomenclature
c(e) ¼ cost (weighted sum of the time and risk) of an edge
d ¼ distance between two adjacent points in the discrete probability distribution
Dk ¼ population density of a census tract
 i þ 1Þ ¼ expected crash location population density along a
Dði;
leg
021004-6 / Vol. 16, JUNE 2016

f(X) ¼
fx ¼
fy ¼
Gðn1 ; n2 Þ ¼
K1 ¼
K2 ¼
n¼
N¼
nx ¼
ny ¼
pjk ¼
rði; i þ 1Þ ¼
r ¼
tði; i þ 1Þ ¼
t ¼
V¼
wr ¼
wt ¼
X¼
ðxi ; yi Þ ¼
xL ; x U ¼
ðxF ; yF Þ ¼
ðxS ; yS Þ ¼
XN ¼
yL ; y U ¼
Ck ¼
Dx ¼
Dy ¼
ðDxjk ; Dyjk Þ ¼

cost objective function
fraction (tolerance) for the x-coordinates
fraction (tolerance) for the y-coordinates
edge between nodes n1 and n2
expected number of crashes per 100,000 flight
hours
expected area in which persons will be killed if the
vehicle crashes
number of waypoints
number of whole intervals in a leg
number of points in a row in the grid
number of points in a column in the grid
probability associated with a point in the bivariate
distribution
risk of flying a leg
normalization constant for risk
time to travel a leg
normalization constant for time
vehicle airspeed
weight on risk
weight on time
x- and y-coordinates of a list of waypoints
coordinates of a waypoint
lower and upper bounds for waypoint x-coordinates
finish point of the flight plan
start point of the flight plan
list of waypoints in solution obtained from network
optimization
lower and upper bounds for waypoints ycoordinates
census tract polygon
horizontal distance between adjacent nodes (vertices) in the grid
vertical distance between adjacent nodes (vertices)
in the grid
rotated coordinates of a point in the bivariate
distribution
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